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AMES WILLOUGHBY’s excellent article on the

proposed Racing League in last month’s Klarion has

clearly stimulated debate on the issue, and it was

interesting to read Bill O’Gorman’s thoughts on the matter

(see p.10).

Bill trained horses for 30 years, and is perhaps best

remembered for his success with two-year-olds, including the

prolific winners Provideo and Timeless Times. He also trained

Group 1 winners in Superpower and Mac’s Imp, both

successful in the Heinz 57 Phoenix Stakes at the Curragh. So

when Bill shares his views on British racing, it’s well worth

taking notice.

I particularly enjoyed his assertion that ‘scaling back on

two-year-old maidens, on nurseries, and on low-grade

handicaps for older horses would make room for more, and

more imaginative, condition races for all ages.’ There is little

doubt that the focus on handicaps, said to be in the interests of

bookmakers attracting more bets and thus, indirectly,

benefiting racing, has led to the ridiculous situation where the

sport, as a matter of course, regularly fails to reward sheer

talent. Arguably, the majority of racegoers (in normal times at

least) neither seem to know nor care that the winner of a

major handicap is rarely the best horse in the race, and the

disparity in reward to the owners between the winners of a

major handicap and an ordinary Group race is another facet of

British racing that defies common sense.

ALSO share Bill’s implied criticism of the sport’s

efforts to employ an ‘X-factor’ approach in seeking to

create regular ‘champions’. What happens when those

‘champions’ lose? Does disenchantment triumph over the

initial enthusiasm? Do we try to sell the ‘next’ champion as

the greatest of all time? I’m tempted  to call this the Frankel

effect.

Regular readers will recall that I have been opposed to

Championship Horse Racing (the original concept which has

been watered down into the Racing League – ‘Horse Racing

Meets Formula 1’, etc) since the idea was first floated.

In simple terms, I cannot reconcile the effect of allowing

horses to participate in an ongoing team event, where the

focus is on ‘team’ rather than ‘individual’ performance, with

the basics of racehorse ownership.

Owners want their horses to perform in a way which will

give them a chance of recouping some of their investment,

either in terms of prize-money earned or in putting together a

racing record which will maximise the horse’s resale value.

This involves a series of decisions being made about where

and when a horse should run, over what distance and in which

company. A good trainer is invaluable in assisting owners to

make these decisions.

Each individual owner may have a range of considerations

as to how their horses are campaigned. Some may wish for

runners at a particular track for social or business reasons.

Some may wish to advertise the excellence of a stallion in

which they have a stake, or to seek black type for a filly to

enhance her value as a broodmare. Others, perhaps less so at

Johnston Racing, will see their horses as providing

opportunities for betting.

HATEVER the motivation, and whatever the

scale upon which a particular owner operates, it’s

hard to see how horses can be squeezed into a

‘one size fits all’ format that a team competition would

demand, especially one which is based on 0-90 handicaps

over a six-week period.

In relation to the Racing League itself, I’m particularly

fascinated by the idea that there should be a Team Manager

who, according to their website, ‘will decide team selection

for each race’. This would appear to suggest to me that the

participation (or non-participation) of an owner’s horse in a

race will be decided upon by an individual who is neither the

owner nor the trainer of that horse. That can’t be right. And if

that Team Manager is one of the trainers in that team, is there

a means to establish who will be in overall control?

The team competition which Bill O’Gorman envisages in

his piece does of course have a little more merit. That it

would take place across a year and involve fewer horses, all

of which would be in the control of their own trainer, makes it

eminently more workable. That said, what would such a

competition tell us? Given that a trainer will exclude his or

her best horses (given the need for a campaign to maximise

prize-money and resale values for top-class horses) and his or

her worst horses (to avoid coming in way down the rankings),

is there a need for a competition which will (or at least may)

effectively only establish which stable has the best mediocre

horses within its string?

We already have ‘team’ competitions in racing  —  the

championships for Leading Trainers and Leading Owners. If

these were run on more sensible lines, and promoted with a

bit of imagination, they would surely engender more interest

in the sport. 

S Mark has often suggested, the Owners’

Championship could easily be used to drive more

inward investment into the sport if it is made into

something that the leading owners would actively want to

win. And at times like these, investment in the sport would be

most welcome.
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OLLIE DOYLE’s third place in BBC’s SPOTY

represented good and bad news for racing. It was

good in that it highlighted Hollie’s remarkable

achievements this year, on a prime-time nationwide platform;

however, with the promotional effort invested in racing’s

campaign to vote for her, it was depressing in a way that she

should come only third behind a tax exile who gets to drive the

best car in each Grand Prix . . . a personal opinion, of course.
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